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Winning the war with great customer experience 
 

When product differentiation is minimal; when margins have rationalized; when technologies have leveled 

the playing field, what do great businesses do to drive customer growth? They differentiate on service and 

customer experience.  

 

We have entered the age of the customer, where a special focus on the needs of your customer is of 

greater importance than all other strategic imperatives. The balance of power has shifted from the 

manufacturers and distributors firmly into the hands of the customer. Commoditization has removed 

differentiation – gone are the days of competitive advantages based on manufacturing prowess, distribution 

capabilities or information and analytics. Consumers know significantly more about the products and 

services they purchase than at any point in the past.   

Strategy guru Michael E. Porter states, “Where the buyer has full information about demand, actual market 

prices, and even supplier costs, this usually yields the buyer greater bargaining leverage.”  
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The Ghost Economy 

There is a subplot to the customer experience challenge that centers firmly on what the IHL Group labels 

as the Ghost Economy. This often-overlooked area of commerce is a 1.75 trillion dollar sector of the 

economy consisting of missed opportunities – returned merchandise, out of stocks, and overstocks (aka 

slow movers). When you align this new age of customer power with the ghost economy, a unique 

opportunity exists to create a competitive advantage centered on returns management and the reverse 

supply chain. 

The returned merchandise portion of the ghost 

economy is a $643B global issue, with 38% of that 

figure attributable to North American consumers. 

While the need for some returns are intrinsic to a 

healthy reverse supply chain, the overall goal is still 

to plug the holes before the returns begin. With 

$171B of the returned merchandise related to 

either buyer remorse, wrong item ordered or 

pricing, the onus is on the seller to create a 

compelling customer experience to reduce these 

impact areas – to either prevent returns through 

education and tools or create a returns 

experience so simple, straightforward and special 

that customers become advocates of the total 

shopping experience. 

How do they do it? 

Customer experience leaders create a customer experience that drives engagement and loyalty. Whether 

we talk about Zappos, Nordstrom, USAA, or BMW, they all have similar characteristics: 

1. Anticipate the expressed and unexpressed needs of the consumer 

2. Define a single view of the consumer for all parts of the business 

3. Proactively communicate information to the consumer 

In the world of returns, consumer experience leaders have shouldered the responsibility of building and 

clearly communicating simple return policies, support engagement models, and near real-time visibility to 

the return and credit/replacement. The empowered consumer is given choice and the feeling of control. 

There is a level of participation unlike any other time in consumer shopping history – real time chat, surveys, 

and requests to review products/support/experiences.  

How did they get great? 

Spinnaker has identified four key levers and four questions that each company must address to build great 

customer experience. While specific industries require specific nuance within these levers, they apply 

universally. 
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Ease of Process: Address the customer’s need for simplicity in the returns process. Partner where needed 

to reduce complexity. Proactively communicate key data to the customer. 

Issue Resolution: Focus on first time resolution. Develop a community of users to support user 

knowledge. Create a robust and actively managed FAQ.  

Asset Value Accuracy: Create processes that promote accurate receipt and identification of returned 

merchandise. Invest in partnerships and/or software to reduce crediting cycles. 

Credit Timeliness: Give customers credit as fast as possible. 

With a clear understanding of the levers that drive customer experience understood, there are several 

questions great companies ask to assess the organizations overall customer focus. Spinnaker’s 5 Lenses 

approach can determine the maturity of an organization’s reverse supply chain. We believe every company 

should ask these questions, as a starting point, to develop best in class returns management practices: 

1. How are changes (Policy / Process) communicated to customers? To internal staff? 

2. How is your customer’s experience measured today? Is there a separate measurement for the 

returns experience? 

3. Do you have visibility to the flow of returned goods? How far upstream is your visibility? 

4. Is customer retention / customer churn an ongoing challenge? 

5. Does the organization monitor the CAC (Cost of Acquiring a Customer) as a means to quantify 

customer churn?  

Customers continue to change in dynamic and profound ways. Those that are at the forefront driving 

customer experience have shown incredible returns in net-promoter and customer loyalty scores that 

demonstrate the value of the interaction between customers and service providers.  Spinnaker is well 

positioned to assist companies in understanding the drivers of customer experience and how 

they manifest themselves through supply chain.  We welcome the opportunity to learn more about how 

we can support your efforts in a positive and meaningful way.  
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We hope you found this information to be helpful. To access more Spinnaker thought leadership click 

here, or to learn more about our services click here.                               

 

About Spinnaker: 

Spinnaker is a supply chain services company that helps clients grow, manage risk, reduce costs, and improve 

customer service by developing world-class supply chain capabilities. Our services help clients develop the 

right supply chain strategy for their business challenges and implement the process and technology solutions 

to improve Demand/Supply Planning, Procurement and Sourcing, Logistics and Warehousing, and Reverse 

Logistics business performance.  Spinnaker offers a unique service delivery model that combines the strength 

of deeply experienced management and technology consultants with a seasoned team of business process 

outsourcing (BPO) and 3rd-party logistics (3PL) professionals. Founded in 2002, Spinnaker has offices in 

Boston, Columbus, Denver, Houston, Memphis, Pittsburgh, London, and Singapore. 

Contact Us: 

Phone: 877.476.0576 

Email: info@spinnakermgmt.com 
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